[Two cases of severe vertigo occasioned by neck rotation and its correlation with the direction of vertebral artery at its origin].
We report two cases of severe vertigo with neck rotation. The first case is that of a 54-year-old woman. She suffered from severe vertigo during neck rotation to the right. Angiography demonstrated that the origin of the left vertebral artery (VA) became kinked when she turned her head to the right. The second case is that of a 59-year-old man. He suffered from severe vertigo during neck rotation to the left. Angiography demonstrated that the kink in the right VA at its origin became worse with the patient's turning his head to the left. We resected nerve fibers from the stellate ganglion at the origin of the respective vertebral arteries and corrected the kink in the arteries at their origin. Both patients were relieved of vertigo after the operation the fact that there was vertigo occasioned by neck rotation. The direction of neck rotation was identical with that of a kink in the VA at its origin in both patients. Therefore, the direction of neck rotation is useful information for the diagnosis of vertigo induced by neck rotation. In terms of the treatment, though vascular reconstruction such as vein graft bypass between the VA and the carotid artery or transposition of the VA onto the subclavian artery has been established for VA stenosis and occlusion, the resection of nerve fiber from the stellate ganglion at the origin of VA is also effective and safe, especially when a kink in the VA at its origin accompanies with neck rotation.